
*Based on earnings from the April 2022 payroll run and incentive/equity earnings from April 

2021 through March 2022 payroll runs.

*Hourly rate is calculated using the earning from the April payroll run and weekly hours

recorded on employee records at that time, the calculation is as per the regulations.
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Every year, we welcome the UK Gender Pay Gap, not simply as a legal 

requirement, but as a valuable opportunity to share our results. It helps us 

take a fresh look at our UK gender makeup in our workplace.

In the UK, the Gender Pay Gap is the difference in average earnings between 

men and women across an organisation, irrespective of the job they do, level, 

or seniority. The UK Gender Pay Gap is different than equal pay. Equal pay, 

as legislated by UK law, requires that men and women be paid equally for the 

same work or work of equal value.

Our median pay gap continues to be driven by more women at entry level 

positions than at more senior levels as illustrated in our lower quartile 

distribution (Slide 3). Analysis shows that people working at similar levels in 

the company are at similar levels of pay.

Wiley is committed to paying equitably in each country across our 

organization. Colleagues should feel that they are paid fairly and equitably for 

the work that they do and the unique perspectives that they bring. We are 

taking deliberate steps to better balance our colleague footprint at more senior 

levels. This will help close our gender pay gap and increase our senior 

representation of women to actively mentor junior women through different 

stages of their careers.

We will continue engaging colleagues in discussions to 

promote compensation transparency and accountability.

Our focus on equity
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Wiley's UKGender Pay Gap results

UKGender Pay Gap

Mean
The mean is the average number when 

you take all employees into account

Median
The median is the middle value within a

data set, sorted from smallest to largest

20.4% 22.1%

Compared to 2021, the mean UK Gender Pay Gap has 

widened by 3.6%, and the median UK Gender Pay Gap has 

widened by 3.7%.

This is a result of more women employed in junior job levels in

administrative and support roles than men.

Our analysis continues to show that people working in similar 

jobs and similar levels have similar levels of pay.

Women

Men
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Quartiles %Distribution

The four quartiles are sorted by dividing the UK's 

population salary, from lowest to highest, into four 

equal groups, allowing for the measurement of 

women and men within each group.
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Wiley's UKGender Bonus Gap results

84.6

The proportion receiving bonuses has decreased for 

women by 1.2% and has increased for men by 6.9% 

compared to our 2021 report.

When colleagues do not receive any bonus at Wiley in the 

UK, it is primarily because they have joined the company 

after the cut-off date. The year-on-year change is driven by 

the start dates of new hires rather than bonus eligibility.

30.8%
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41.9%

Mean

Compared to our 2021 report, the mean UK Gender Bonus 

Gap has narrowed by 5.8%, and the median bonus pay gap 

has widened by 0.3%.

Currently, more men are employed in senior roles than 

women, which results in higher bonuses.

When looking at bonus targets by job level, women have 

marginally higher targets than men.

Women

Men
89.8

Median

Proportion Receiving BonusUK Gender Bonus Gap



Our commitment to action
At Wiley, a diverse, equitable and inclusive environment is critical for our colleagues, customers and communities. It is a business and cultural 

imperative. We remain committed to embedding diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) into the fabric of all we do.

Priorities are what we put action behind. See below for highlights from our progress over the last year and our continued actions in 2023:

Establishing a foundation for inclusion and equity

• As a signatory of CEO Action for Diversity and Inclusion coalition, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) LGBTQ+ 

inclusion pledge, and the Joint Commitment for Action on Inclusion and Diversity in Scholarly Publishing, Wiley is 

leaning into community and industry networks that support inclusive work and business environments.

• To help us operationalize our DEI priorities, we have four strategic pillars: Enhancing our Foundation, 

Understanding Our People, Fostering an Inclusive Community, and Creating Impact Through Our Business.

• To bring diverse perspectives into our DEI strategy, we have the Global Inclusion Council and Business Unit DEI 

Councils to advise the Global DEI Office on goals and measures, and to serve as DEI accelerators within Wiley.

• To foster an engaged, inclusive community that leverages the leadership of our diverse colleagues, we have 

expanded and strengthened our Employee Resource Groups. Wiley’s executive and senior leadership champion 

ERGs and mentor ERG chairs and leads. Our ERGs drive social impact within local communities and help improve 

brand visibility through volunteer campaigns and activities.

• We held 26 Days of Understanding (DOU) sessions of facilitated, meaningful conversations to continue to listen 

and learn from our colleagues. Drawing from the insights of the DOU dialogues, we launched ongoing, topical 

Inclusion Circles for continuous learning and community building.

Enhancing our inclusive talent strategy
• Wiley has built key partnerships with organizations that provide us access to diverse talent pools:

• We have deepened our relationship with 'The Mom Project', a digital marketplace that connects 

women jobseekers to employers. Launched in the U.S., they plan to expand globally to further broaden 

their impact. This partnership has already increased our talent pipeline by 300+ candidates in U.S.

• We are building a new partnership with Disability Solutions, a non-profit that seeks to identify and recruit 

professionals with disabilities into living wage roles.

• All job advertisements are assessed to ensure they reflect inclusive language practices for engaging a diverse 

audience of job seekers.

• Our Talent Acquisition team receives training on assessing and removing bias from the interview process.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in the UK

We have had success in recruiting early career women into all parts of the business which has 

resulted in an overrepresentation of women in entry level positions.

• 65% of hires in 2021 and 2022 in UK self-identified as Female

• 33% of hires at the Director+ were women

• 73% of hires in 2022 were GenZ and Millennials, who are generally early career

To help address the median pay gap, we focused on gender inclusion in the recruitment of 

Director+ roles and on the career development and advancement of women employees at Wiley. 

We have made progress in both areas in the last two fiscal years:

Promotions

• April 2021-April 2022: 64% women

• FY23 to-date: 62% women

Executive Leader recruitment

• Our only external hire in FY23 is a woman in the UK

Career Development

• FY24 we are launching the Wiley Women in Leadership Program across all Wiley locations 

globally with a first-year cohort of 24 women in senior manager roles.
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Our journey
UK Gender Pay Gap is an important data point, but 

to truly address the factors that meaningfully 

impact pay at Wiley, we are focused on equity.

From recruiting, to retention, to advancement, we 

are constantly evaluating how we can continue to 

push the needle to be a more diverse, equitable, 

and inclusive place.

Compensation, including equitable pay, is part of 

this analysis as well as our workforce data and 

employee survey responses to determine where 

we are doing well and where we need to focus.

We are committed to help bring about lasting 

change – together – to ensure an inclusive future.

UK Gender Pay Gap Report 2021-2022
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From our leaders

We are dedicated to providing Wiley colleagues with purpose, growth, community and care. An important piece of that commitment is 

equitable pay, regardless of gender or race. This year’s UK Gender Pay Gap report reaffirms the importance of our commitment and further 

informs our ongoing efforts to deliver an equitable experience for colleagues where we can succeed at work and win at life.

- Danielle McMahan, Chief People & Business Operations Officer

UK Gender Pay Gap Report 2021-2022

Wiley’s focus and commitment to ensure diverse perspectives inform our business decisions continue helping us better unlock human potential 

every day. We recognize that closing the Gender Pay Gap requires a meaningful, consistent, and sustained shift in our organizational culture. 

We continue to take the important actions to drive this much needed change, whether in the areas of recruitment and retention, pay 

transparency, flexible working, and parental leave. We know that there is much more to do and are committed to challenging ourselves every 

day to be better.

- Ben Townsend, SVP Global Library Sales, Co-regional leader

We’re proud of our progress in supporting women through their career journeys at Wiley. We also recognize that there is always more work 

to do and we remain committed to building a culture of equity, inclusion and belonging, which includes empowering our female colleagues to 

pursue every opportunity to learn and grow within the organization. 

- Karen Wootton, VP Global Channel Partners, Co-regional leader
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Declaration

We confirm that our data has been calculated according to the requirements of The Equality Act 

2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017.

Remy Ligeika, Senior Manager, Employee Relations

PROPRIETARY & CONFIDENTIAL
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